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1 INTRODUCTION
The social web is a phenomenon of the present day where users create a huge amount
of information called conversational content. It increases the number of interactions
among web users affecting our decisions in real life situations. Therefore, application
of both sentiment analysis and authority mining can be useful in the process of
decision making. The input of this application can be a hypertext reference to the
related web discussion or a key phrase from the area of interest being discussed. The
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output is a summarized opinion [2] (clearly positive, neutral or negative) represented
in this discussion as well as information about authoritative discussants.
Authoritative users can influence us more than the others, therefore, having
knowledge about them can improve the precision of sentiment analysis. In this
paper, an authoritative user or authoritative reviewer will be referred to as “au-
thority”. The problem of “authority identification” can be solved through finding
a function for estimation of the value of authority, which represents the measure
of authoritativeness of a given discussant, and defining a threshold on the value
of the variable authority. All discussants with the value of authority equal to or
higher than the defined threshold will be “identified as authorities” of a given web
discussion.
In this paper, we focus on two main issues. The first is sentiment analysis. The
concept of the sentiment is represented by the opinion or some kind of emotion.
Based on the expression of the sentiment we divided our work into opinion classifi-
cation and emotion classification. We used two different dictionaries: one to classify
opinions into positive and negative classes and the other to classify emotions into
six basic emotions.
The second issue is based on authority identification. We define authority as
a person, who understands the topic, writes comprehensive answers, has many good
reactions to his/her comments and has a good reputation in the community. We
analyse these features as well as the state threshold of the authority value and label
all authors having a higher value than the authorities in the discussion.
Thus, the main contributions presented in this paper are new approaches to
classifying opinions and emotions, and a completely original approach to estimation
and identification of the authority in web discussions.
2 STATE OF THE ART
The tasks of both sentiment analysis and opinions and emotions analysis can be
performed using two main approaches [22]:
• Lexicon based approach, which calculates the polarity of a comment from po-
larities of words or phrases in the text of the comment. According to [16] the
lexicon-based approach uses the lexicons which can be created manually, semi-
automatically or automatically by using another dictionary or corpus.
• Classification based approach, which builds classifiers from labelled examples of
comments. This approach can use statistical or machine learning methods.
The lexicon-based approach takes into consideration only the words which can ex-
press the sentiment the best way and are stored in a classification dictionary. Based
on the polarity of each word in the dictionary, the polarity of the whole comment
and subsequently of the whole web discussion can be determined. The polarity of
a word may also depend on the context. Consideration of the context requires using
more complicated techniques. The simplest dictionaries enable to perform binary
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classification into positive or negative sentiment. More complex dictionaries can also
determine the strength of this polarity. Such dictionaries can be created for a partic-
ular domain or application. Some well-known lexicons are, for example, WordNet1,
WordNet-Affect [26], SenticNet [6], SentiWordNet [1, 9], etc. An approach most
similar to our solution of the sentiment analysis problem is presented in [27]. It uses
a dictionary of words annotated with their polarity. This work splits this dictio-
nary into four sub-dictionaries according to word classes (adjectives, nouns, verbs
and adverbs), these dictionaries are checked for consistency and reliability. In this
approach, more words in the dictionary can result in an increase of noise levels and
subsequently decrease in the precision.
In the classification based approach, many of the well-known machine learn-
ing methods can be used. The machine learning methods estimate user’s opinions
or emotions on the basis of a set of training examples. These training examples
are represented by annotations of comments to a web forum. The most common
machine learning methods are, for example, Näıve Bayes classifier or Support Vec-
tor Machines (SVM), as well as statistical methods such as Maximal Entropy. All
these algorithms were used in the work [10]. The author focused on the sentiment
classification from the micro-blog service Twitter. When machine learning is used
for sentiment analysis it is important to select the best features. Different kinds
of features, such as pointwise mutual information, information gain, chi-quadrat
and term frequency were tested in works [28, 32]. Another approach presented
in [29] is focused on the SentiStrength detection algorithm, which solves some prob-
lems connected with sentiment analysis, for example: generation of the sentiment
strength list, optimization of the sentiment word strengths, allocation of missing
words, spelling correction, creation of the booster word list, negating word list and
emoticon list, processing of the repeated letters and ignoring negative emotion in
questions. Their approach is based on using machine learning techniques (Logistic
Regression, Support Vector Machine, J48 Classification Tree, AdaBoost, Decision
Table, Multilayer Perceptron and Näıve Bayes).
An important drawback of the machine learning approach is its dependency on
a huge amount of annotated training examples. An annotation tool with some level
of automation had to be utilized. The source [25] describes some annotation tools,
for example, GATE (General Architecture for Text Engineering), SemTag (Seman-
tic Annotation Tool), the annotation platform KIM (Knowledge and Information
Management) and Luvak, or a more general semi-automatic annotation tool built
on the Eclipse platform.
The second problem, which we tried to solve in relation to sentiment analysis,
was the authority identification in some web discussions. The most known ap-
proaches determine the authority degree only from the conversation structure [4, 7,
31]. Our approach is not based on NLP (Natural Language Processing) or on in-
formation retrieval algorithm but on generating the estimation function for labeling
the degree of authority prediction (see Section 4).
1 http://wordnet.princeton.edu
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3 SENTIMENT ANALYSIS
3.1 Opinion Classification
Our opinion analysis approach has focused on the classification of web users’ opin-
ion. It summarizes positive, neutral or negative polarity across the discussion. This
classification is provided in several steps. At first, the polarity of particular words is
identified. Next, the polarity of particular lexical units is distinguished and conse-
quently the polarity of the whole comment is stated. The final step is classification of
the whole discussion to positive, neutral or negative polarity. Other web discussions
concerning the discussed topic can be also processed. It means that the resulting
opinion can be compiled from more web sources.
The basic problems can be simply solved using classification dictionaries. These
dictionaries focus on words, which express sentiment very well – mainly adjectives
(e.g. “extraordinary”) [3] and adverbs (e.g. “awfully”) [17]. On the other hand, some
other words must be also taken into account in order to achieve the satisfactory
precision, for example nouns (e.g. “crash”) or verbs (e.g. “damage”) [27]. All of
these words are identified in the text; they usually enter the dictionaries with their
degree of polarity.
For the purpose of deeper processing of a text, shifters can be used, which are
words that can change the polarity of a word. The positive influence of the shifters
processing was studied in work [14]. Shifters can be divided into two groups:
• negation,
• intensification.
There are two basic approaches to negation processing : a switch negation and
a shift negation. The switch negation is simply reversion of the polarity of a lexical
unit. In this case, the reversion is changing the sign of a number, which represents
the polarity degree (from minus to plus and vice versa). There are many words
related to negation such as not, any, never, nothing. They are usually located next to
the related word. Other negations as without, don’t, lack etc., which can be situated
at a significant distance from the lexical item should also be considered. These
negations can be hardly processed by the switch negation. In some cases, the switch
negation may not be sufficiently precise because the negation of a strong positive
word is rarely a strong negative word and vice versa. More often the negation of
a strong positive word is a slightly negative word. The shift negation, instead of
changing the sign, shifts the polarity degree towards the opposite polarity by a fixed
value (e.g. value 4 in the implementation [27]). For example: “She’s not terrific
(5− 4 = 1) but not terrible (−5 + 4 = −1) either.”
The intensification processing assumes the existence of a dictionary of intensi-
fiers. An intensifier is a word, which can increase (or decrease) the intensity of po-
larity. According to [27], intensifiers can be of two categories: amplifiers (e.g. very)
increase the semantic intensity of a neighbouring lexical unit, whereas downtowners
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(e.g. slightly) decrease it. All intensifiers are stored in the dictionary together with
a sign and a value. The value represents the percentage of the change in the polar-
ity intensity and the sign represents the type of this change (“plus” represents the
increase in the polarity value by an amplifier and “minus” represents the decrease
in the polarity value by a downtowner).
3.1.1 N-Grams Approach to the Opinion Classification
An n-gram can be defined as a series of items from a sequence. From the semantic
point of view, it can be a sequence of characters or words. In practice, n-gram as
a sequence of words is the most common. Our approach uses n-grams for splitting
web discussion comments into lexical units and that is a dictionary-based approach.
This application works with Slovak texts. The dictionary consists of two parts. The
first part contains adjectives, nouns and verbs. The second part contains adverbs
and negations. The first part of the dictionary is used to solve the basic problems of
the opinion classification. The second part of the dictionary is used in negations and
intensification processing, because only adverbs can increase (“surprisingly nice”)
or decrease (“extremely low-class”) the intensity of a related word polarity. The
first (basic) dictionary also contains some emoticons, which naturally can express
emotions and opinions very well. In the case, when the analysed text is less clear, the
emoticons can increase the precision of the classification. All words and emoticons
from the first dictionary are quantified to the polarity degree from the interval 〈−3, 3〉
(Table 1). Intensifiers (adverbs) in the second part of the dictionary are assigned
values from the interval 〈−0.5, 1〉 and negations are represented by the value −2
(Table 2).
Polarity Degree Words and Emoticons
3 :D, godlike, extraordinary
2 :), super, excellent
1 nice, functional, OK
−1 unpleasant, weak
−2 :(, shocking, miserable
−3 :((, fatal, catastrophic
Table 1. Polarity degrees of example words and emoticons (the first part of the dictionary)
Polarity Degree Words
1 very, totally, extraordinarily
0.5 suitably, really, actually
−0.5 little, overly, unnecessarily
−2 Negations: no, not, don’t
Table 2. Polarity degrees of negations and intensifications (second part of the dictionary)
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All the words from the analysed comments are compared with all words stored
in the first and in the second part of the dictionary. In case that words match
with the first dictionary, the values of all matching words are summed up. The
resulting sum represents the solution of the basic problems of opinion classification
(the first sum in the formula (1)). The second sum takes into account negations
and intensifications of the related words incorporated in the first sum. This is the
reason why multiplication (not an aggregation) was proposed to be used between
the first and the second sum in the formula (1). The second sum aggregates the
values obtained from the second dictionary for intensifiers and negations. But if
comments do not contain any negation or any intensification, the second sum will
be zero, and consequently the resulting polarity of the comment will be zero. Thus,
value “1” was added to the second sum as a neutral value. This idea is represented











• P is the polarity degree of analysed text,
• v(w1i ) is the value of word wi from the text found in the first dictionary,
• v(w2i ) is the value of word wJ from the text found in the second dictionary,
•
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v(w2J) is the second sum from the second dictionary (solution of the negation
and intensification).
To illustrate the topic, we give a few examples:
• A sentence containing only positive and negative words without negations and
intensifications can be processed using only the first dictionary
– “The mouse is nice but the processing is miserable and globally it is unsuc-
cessful.” is processed in the following way. Only three words from the first
dictionary were found in the sentence with their degree of polarity in the
parentheses:
nice (+1) + miserable (−3) + unsuccessful (−1).
There are polarity degrees were the sum and the final polarity of the sentence
equals P = −3.
A sentence containing negation
– “It is not a good solution.” is processed in the following way. Only the
word good (+1) was found in the first dictionary, so the result of the first
sum is “1”. The sentence contains also negation not (−2) from the second
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dictionary, so the result of the second sum is “−2”. According to formula (1)
the final polarity is: P = 1 ∗ [1 + (−2)] = −1.
A sentence containing intensification
– “Globally, the processing is very polite.” is processed in the following way.
Only the word polite (+1) was found in the first dictionary, so the result
of the first sum is “1”. The sentence contains also intensification very (+1)
from the second dictionary, so the result of the second sum is “1”. According
to formula (1) the final polarity is: P = 1 ∗ [1 + 1)] = +2.
More information on this approach can be found in [20]. In our approach, the
dictionary can be created directly from web discussions. It increases the precision
of the opinion classification in the given domain. Our approach also uses a different
method for the processing of negations and intensifications based on the formula (1).
Our approach does not need an intensifier (negation) to be located in the neighbour-
hood of the related word. They can take any position around the lexical unit. This
length is limited by the value “4” in 4-gram approach. There are two possibilities
for the location of the intensifier and negation. They can be located before and/or
after the related word.
The value n = 4 in the n-gram was determined experimentally. Experiments
with the value n from 2 to 4 were performed to find the best value of n. The ideal
value had to be sufficiently big to avoid isolation of the processed word but not too
big to cover the whole sentence. The experiments showed that n = 4 was sufficient.
Thus, the greater value, for example n = 5, would only make the processing more
complex. When we compared 4-grams with other n-grams, 2-grams and 3-grams
did not bring any benefit, because 4-grams could also cover phrases of two or three
words. The work [15] also uses 4-grams in the sentiment analysis engine called
Umigon for the sentiment analysis of tweets. The texts of tweets are decomposed
into a list of 4-grams, and they are compared with terms in lexicons. Each term
searched in the lexicon is processed using heuristics and decision rules for 4-gram
polarity determination.
The n-grams approach applied to the opinion classification was tested on a set
of discussion comments from the portal http://www.mojandroid.sk (discussion
thread related to reviews of the mobile telephones HTC One X and HCT One S) and
http://www.pocitace.sme.sk (discussion thread related to reviews of two products
Asus Transformer Prime TF201 and Asus Transformer Pad TF300T). 200 comments
including 100 positive and 100 negative were used in the experiments. Thus, objects
were equally divided into the two classes. The evaluation of n-gram implementa-
tion was based on the pair of the well known metrics – precision and recall. These
measures depended on the numbers of true positive, false positive and false negative
classifications of our implementation in comparison with the opinion of a human ex-
pert on real positivity or negativity of the evaluated cases. The resulting precision
and recall of our n-gram implementation is given in Table 4. The achieved preci-
sion and recall, mainly recall of negative comments, was low. These results were
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influenced by comments containing irony or the polarity hidden in the context. On
the other hand, this implementation had quite a good precision in the processing of
positive comments.
3.1.2 Opinion Classification Based on a Special Lexicon
Because of the unsatisfactory results of the implementation based on n-grams, we
improved our dictionary-based approach. Our aim was to increase the efficiency of
this approach and to extend it by a special lexicon2 for the Slovak language. The
lexicon with Slovak words was created by the translation of its available version in
English used in work [13]. We added synonyms and negations of words from the
Slovak thesaurus into this lexicon. The new lexicon contains 1 430 words (598 posi-
tive words, 772 negative words, 41 intensifiers and 19 negations). As in the previous
case, our lexicon contains the following word classes: adjectives, adverbs, nouns and
verbs. Each word has two attributes. The first attribute is a degree of polarity
within the range from −3 to 3, where −3 is the most negative polarity and 3 is the
most positive polarity. The second attribute denotes the type of a given word from
four possibilities:
• p – positive word,
• n – negative word,
• i – intensifier,
• o – opposite/negation.
Negation words are assigned the value −1. Intensifiers have values of polarity
degree in the range 〈1.0, 2.0〉. Examples of words and their values of the polarity
degree and the type of word are illustrated in Table 3.
Polarity Degree Type of Word Word
3 p extra, genius, super, brilliant
2 p better, advanced, success
1 p good, ok, strong, smart
−1 n bad, weak, boring
−2 n dangerous, hostile, stupid
−3 n terrible, waste, worst
−1 o no, not, never, haven’t
1.25 i really, rather
1.5 i middle, pretty
1.75 i too, complete
2 i very, total, absolute
Table 3. Examples of words in the dictionary with the polarity degree and the type of
word
2 http://klanaz.studenthosting.sk/sa.html
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The analysed comment text was split into individual sentences and diacritic
marks were removed from the text. All words of the text were converted into nomi-
native of the plural using the modified version of the Lancaster stemming algorithm3.
The converted words were compared with the words in the dictionary. The sentence
was processed word by word. Each positive or negative word was multiplied by
intensifications and negations. Then, all polarities of positive and negative words
were summed up according to the formula (2). In the case, when a comment did not
contain any intensification or negation, the values of intensification and negation











• P – polarity degree of the analysed sentence,
• ww – value of positive or negative word,
• wi – value of intensifier,
• wn – value of negation,
•
∏
wi – multiplication of all intensifiers,
•
∏
wn – multiplication of all negations.
The resulting polarity of the sentence was adjusted using logarithmic function
in the formula (3) to avoid processing huge numbers – values of P . When the value
of the sentence polarity before adjusting was 0, the adaptation was not used. When
the value of the sentence polarity was lower than 0, the absolute value was adjusted
and multiplied by −1 to maintain the negative polarity of the comment.
A dataset did not contain comments with just facts. Such comments were not
collected and added to the dataset during its creation. Sentences which contained
no sentiment words were evaluated as mistakes. For example, the sentence which
was labelled as positive but contained no sentiment word was evaluated in the same
way as a negative one. The resulting sentiment value was 0 in these cases.
Pl = 1 + log10 |P | (3)
where
• Pl – the new value of sentence polarity,
• P – the polarity value of sentence obtained by the formula (2).
The following examples illustrate the above computation of the polarity degree
value. A sentence containing only positive and negative words without intensifica-
tions and negations
3 https://goo.gl/STmHi0
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• “The mouse is nice but the processing is miserable and globally it is unsuccess-
ful.” is processed in following way. Three words from the dictionary were found
in the sentence with their degree of polarity in parentheses:
nice (+1) + miserable (−2) + unsuccessful (−1).
These degrees of polarity were the sum and the final polarity of the sentence is
P = −2. After adjustment according to the formula (3) Pl = −1.3.
A sentence with intensification (very) and negation
• “It is not a very good solution.” is processed in following way. Three words from
the dictionary were found in the sentence with their degree of polarity. The first
word was good (+1), so ww = 1. The sentence also contains intensification
very (2), so wi = 2 and negation not (−1), so wn = −1. According to the
formula (2) the final polarity is P = −1∗2∗1 = −2. After adjustment according
to the formula (3) Pl = −1.3.
This approach is a little different in comparison with the previous n-gram based
application. It uses only one dictionary for all types of words and this dictionary con-
tains mainly adjectives and nouns in nominative plural (the dictionary also contains
verbs in the form as they appear in the original text without any modification). In
comparison with the n-grams implementation, this approach uses a different method
to process intensification and negation. Moreover, this approach can process multi-
ple intensifications (e.g. very very good).
Our approach was tested on two datasets. The first dataset was the same as the
dataset for n-grams. It allowed to compare our method with the previous one based
on n-grams. A new dataset was created to test our approach. This second dataset
contained collected comments from different areas (e.g. films, electronics, politics,
etc.) Each comment was labelled by a human annotator. The neutral ones and
facts were removed from this dataset. The second experiment was performed on the
set of 5 242 comments and 182 645 words, where 2 573 comments were positive and
2 669 negative so that the objects were equally divided into available classes. The
dataset is available on the website4.
The results of testing given in Table 4 show that quite a good recall was achieved
for positive comments. We compared our approach with the n-grams approach in
the first test. The precision obtained for positive comments was lower, but the
results for other indicators were better. The reason could be the dictionary, which
contains more words and more comprehensive computation of the polarity degree.
This approach is more similar to human understanding of the text. In the second
experiment, a good recall was achieved for positive comments, but it was low for
negative comments. The results could be influenced by irony, sarcasm or description
of opinions without polarity words. The number of missclassified comments was
also increased by comments, which did not contain polarity words. These comments
4 http://klanaz.studenthosting.sk/dataset.txt
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NGR 1 0.830 0.570 0.700 0.652 0.214 0.433
SD 1 0.654 0.727 0.691 0.850 0.471 0.661
SD 2 0.561 0.675 0.618 0.802 0.396 0.599
Table 4. The precision and recall of tests achieved by the n-grams approach (NGR) and
the approach based on the special dictionary (SD)
The results of our experiments with opinion classification showed that using our
first approach (Section 3.1.1) the best value of precision obtained was 0.830 and the
best value of recall 0.652. Our experiments with modified approach (Section 3.1.2)
achieved better results in recall (0.850) than in precision (0.727). In comparison
with another method of opinion classification using an approach that is very close
to the processing negation and intensifiers [27], our results were slightly worse. The
results of F1 (combining precision and recall using equal weights) presented in the
study by Taboada, were in the range from 0.58 to 0.89 according to types of reviews.
3.2 Emotion Classification
Emotion analysis is a similar problem as the opinion classification. Both of them
(opinion and emotion classification) represent the sentiment analysis. Accordingly,
in emotion classification words from dictionaries representing emotions (joy, anger,
disappointment, . . . ) are searched for in the input text. The type of emotion
expressed by these words denotes the kind of emotion presented in the given text.
According to [11], three major directions in emotion computing can be recog-
nized: categorical/discrete, dimensional and appraisal based approaches. Despite
the existence of other models, the categorical and dimensional approaches are the
most commonly used models for automatic analysis and prediction of the emotion
in the continuous input.
The Categorical Approach claims there is a small number of basic emotions that
are hard-wired in our brain, and recognized across the world. Emotional states are
classified by a single category. However, a couple of researchers proved that people
show non-basic, subtle and rather complex emotional states that could be impossible
to handle, such as embarrassment or depression [12].
The Dimensional Approach is based on Wundt’s [30] proposal that feelings
(which he distinguishes from emotions) can be described as pleasantness – un-
pleasantness, excitement – inhibition and tension – relaxation, as well as Osgood’s
work [21] on the dimensions of affective meaning (arousal, valence, and potency).
Most recent models concentrate on only two dimensions, valence and arousal. Va-
lence (pleasure/displeasure) depicts how positive or negative emotions can be. Arou-
sal (activation/deactivation) depicts how exciting or apathetic emotions can be.
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For our research purposes we decided to choose the categorical approach, i.e.
Ekman’s [8] six basic emotions: happiness (positive), sadness (negative), surprise
(positive/negative), fear (negative), disgust (negative), and anger (negative).
There are four major approaches to emotion classification in the text: dictionary-
based methods, machine learning methods, knowledge-based methods and hybrid
methods. Our main interest is the dictionary-based methods. As our target lan-
guage is Slovak, and we are not aware of any Slovak lexicon for emotional words,
we created one. Every word (see Table 5) in the lexicon is labelled by an appropri-
ate emotion (happiness, sadness, surprise, fear, disgust, and anger), part of speech
(noun, adjective, adverb, verb) and intensity (in the range 〈−3; 3〉, −3 being the
most negative and 3 the most positive). Emotions can be typically positive or nega-
tive. For example, sadness is a negative emotion, but a surprise can be both positive
and negative. In such a case, the resulting polarity depends on the context in the
form of the surrounding words. The dictionary used in our study was created using
a web based application and contains about 19 000 words with information about
polarity and emotions (see Table 5). We consider the wisdom of the crowd being
the most straightforward way of obtaining data from users.
Word Part of Speech Emotion Polarity
horlivo (eagerly) adverb joy 3
nenávid́ım (hate) verb angry −3
horšia (worse) adjective sadness −3
bezstarostnosť (carelessness) noun joy 0
Table 5. Examples of Slovak words in the dictionary with the part of speech tag, type of
emotion and polarity degree
The experiment was performed on the same dataset, which was used in the
second experiment SD2 within “Opinion Classification Based on a Special Lexicon”.
This dataset contained 5 242 comments and 182 645 words, where 2 573 comments
were positive and 2 669 negative. Thus, in this experiment, objects were also equally
divided into classes. The results of tests are given in Table 6. The highest recall was
achieved for the emotion “happiness” and the lowest for the emotion “surprise”. It
could be caused by the fact that the emotion “surprise” is hard to label (for every
other emotion it is easy to determine either positivity or negativity but surprise
can represent both classes). The labelling of emotions was based on computing the
probability of each emotion for the given text. For the rest of the emotions, we
needed to improve our dictionary by adding new words to it because the values of
precision and recall were low.
The results of our experiments also showed that we might need to reconsider
using Plutchik’s wheel of emotions illustrated in Figure 1 which adds two basic
emotions (anticipation and trust) to Ekman’s six emotions. It could cover a wider
range of words and also increase a recall for each emotion.
In the tests presented in Table 6, the evaluation through precision and recall was
based on comparison of our implementation of “opinion” on the resulting emotion








Table 6. Achieved precision and recall of tests of the designed approach
with an “opinion” of human experts on the emotion presented in the text. These
comparisons were made by a contingency table, from which all values of precision
and recall were calculated. In this contingency table, all emotions were represented
by six classes. Of course, there can be more than one emotion in one review. If that
is the case, the resulting emotion is the emotion, which is the most probable, because
Figure 1. Plutchik’s wheel of emotion [23]
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the given review contains most words labelled with the considered emotion. When
more than one emotion achieves the same number of votes, then all these emotions
are taken into consideration. The result is that the given input text contains more
emotions and this fact has to be a part of using the emotion classification for practical
purposes. For example, a robot should adapt its behaviour to all these emotions.
A problem can arise only when these emotions are in a contradiction. In this case,
the result is not usable (e.g. in human–robot interactions).
4 AUTHORITY IDENTIFICATION
This section is focused on the identification of the authority of persons, who comment
a topic on a web discussion forum. Authority identification represents a different
problem than authorship identification. It does not answer the question “Who is
the author?”. Authority identification answers the question “Does the author have
a deep knowledge of the topic?”.
Authority can be formal (stated by a measure of power) and informal (stated
by a measure of favour). The formal authority is given by a position or function
in the organization. The informal authority is given by his/her credibility, wisdom,
orientation, ability of good decision making, etc. This authority is enforced by other
people’s respect. Our approach has focused on the informal authority identification
in web discussion forums. During the process of an online discussion, the structure
of a conversation is created. This structure can be represented by an acyclic graph –
the conversation tree.
People have various reasons for contributing to a discussion forum. Many of
contributors are people, who want to find answers to their questions. These contrib-
utors create a core of the discussion, but they are not very authoritative. A smaller
group of contributors is the group of troublemaking actors. They are provocateurs
seeking an opportunity to present their opinions and invoking conflicts. They are
not authoritative as well. They should be eliminated from the discussions. The
last group of contributors are actors, who express their knowledge and share their
ideas or opinions. These actors enter into the discussion seriously, add only truth-
ful information, and join only if they are familiar with the topic. They are really
authoritative contributors. We are interested in distinguishing them from the other
actors.
The search for authoritative actors involves mining from web discussions. The
input data contain the following aspects of comments:
• contributor name,
• reacting comment,
• length of the comment,
• position of the comment in the discussion represented graphically by the con-
versation tree.
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The problem of authority identification is based on the estimation of authorita-
tiveness (A). The value of A is related to the contributors. Thus, data about each of
117 contributors in our dataset were collected including the following information:
• NC is the number of comments of a given contributor. We proposed that some-
one who understands the topic (authority) would contribute to the discussion
more often than other actors.
• ANR is the average number of reactions to the comment(s) of a given author.
This argument represents the number of reactions that support or negate a state-
ment of the author, whose authority is examined. We started from the as-
sumption that a more authoritative contributor could evoke a higher number of
reactions.
• AL is the average number of all layers, at which the comments of a discussant
are situated in the conversation tree. The conversation tree is a graphical rep-
resentation of a web discussion. The AL represents the information, when the
discussant joins the discussion, at the beginning or at the end. For example,
a contributor, whose comments are located at the bottom level of the conver-
sation tree, usually adds comprehensive comments answering all the questions.
This can be the authoritative type of contributors.
• NCH is the number of characters, which represents the average length of com-
ments of an author. This number is a common ratio of the number of all char-
acters of the given contributor to the number of all his/her comments in the
discussion. It penalizes authors with too short and thus less informative com-
ments. We assume that an authoritative contributor does not post extremely
short comments.
• K is karma of a contributor in the form of a number from 0 to 200, which
represents the discussant’s activity in the last 3 months from “www.sme.sk”.
• AE is the average evaluation of a comment in the form of the ratio of the sum of
all reactions (agree (+) and disagree (−)) to this comment of a given discussant
to the number of all his/her comments. This average evaluation is available on
the web discussion page. The AE range is a number from 0 to 80.
For the informal authority identification (detection), the main task is to estimate
the function of authoritativeness A. In general, it is the function (4):
A = f(NC,ANR,AL,NCH,K,AE). (4)
Firstly, we used a linear function with weights determined experimentally fol-
lowed by regression analysis to compute weights of linear, polynomial and nonlinear
functions. To compute these weights, it was necessary to know the values of the
independent variables NC, ANR, AL, NCH, K, AE, as well as the values of the
dependent variable A. The values of the variable A were derived from:
• evaluation of each discussant by “human expert”,
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• evaluation of each discussant by other discussants – it represents “wisdom of the
crowd”.
The following regression functions for authority estimation were generated in
the process of learning:
• linear function learned from the “human expert”,
• linear function learned from the “wisdom of the crowd”,
• polynomial function learned from the “human expert”,
• polynomial function learned from the “wisdom of the crowd”,
• non-linear function learned from the “human expert”,
• non-linear function learned from the “wisdom of the crowd”.
All these 6 functions were tested and the validation was performed using the
following measures:
• an average deviation – used for the validation of estimation functions,
• a precision – used for the validation of classification,
• a recall – used for the validation of classification.
We classified authors into two classes: Authority and Non-authority. A contrib-
utor with the estimated value of authoritativeness A greater than 70 was labelled
as Authority otherwise he/she was labelled as Non-authority. The value of authori-
tativeness A could be in the interval (0, 100). The test dataset contained the data
on 117 contributors. According to the results presented in Table 7, the best results
were obtained by learning of linear function from the “wisdom of the crowd” in
formula (5) and by learning of non-linear function from the “wisdom of the crowd”
in formula (6). Surprisingly, learning of polynomial function from the “wisdom of
the crowd” also provided good results but only in “recall”.
A = 0.4385AE + 0.325K + 0.002NCH − 0.2928AL− 0.0853ANR
+ 1.0728NC, (5)
A = 0.0185AE1.8135 + 141.5704K−78.39 + 0.0018NCH1.0457 − 0.0011AL3.7717
− 0.5562ANR0.0001 + 37.6642NC0.0038. (6)
Authority identification can be used in a variety of real situations. For example,
an inexperienced web user searches for an authority that is able to provide him/her
with advice and decision-making support. Another example – a technically oriented
organization requires skilled employees, specialists who are authorities in the given
field, and to whom such organization can offer interesting job positions. Thus, the
person responsible for recruiting can search for authoritative users on web forums
focused on the technologies used in this organization to fill in specific job positions.
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Deviation Precision Recall
Version Expert Crowd Expert Crowd Expert Crowd
Linear 17.34 3.29 0.70 0.98 0.67 0.80
Polynomial 24.01 8.79 0.67 0.78 0.61 0.94
Non-linear 18.11 6.56 0.67 0.97 0.67 0.80
Table 7. Achieved average deviation, precision and recall of tests of the designed approach
to the authoritativeness identification
5 CONCLUSIONS
The paper introduces a variety of approaches to social conversation data mining.
The main attention is focused on two problems: sentiment analysis (opinion and
emotion classification) and authority identification. It describes two approaches to
opinion classification and one approach to authority identification.
Using the opinion classification approach, the comments were classified into two
classes: positive and negative. The first opinion classification method used 4-grams
to assign polarity to comments. It was able to process intensification and nega-
tion within the range of 4 words. This approach achieved good results for positive
comments. The classification of negative comments was worse. That was the rea-
son to develop the second opinion classification approach and create a new lexicon
for this new approach. We also used a different method to process intensification
and negation. This second method achieved better results than the one used previ-
ously.
The paper also describes the approach to emotion classification. Such approach
mostly used to identify emotions in a text is similar to the approach used for iden-
tifying the polarity of the text. We focused on the lexicon-based approach in both
cases – therefore, we created a lexicon that gave us information about emotions.
By applying this lexicon we obtained interesting results. However, the results also
showed that we might need to reconsider using Plutchik’s wheel of emotions which
adds two basic emotions (anticipation and trust) to Ekman’s six emotions for the
approach to be more precise in emotion classification. Changing the models also
required reworking of the lexicon. In addition we had to take into consideration
that emotions have no strict boundaries which means they often overlap each other,
so it was a challenge to differentiate them properly.
Implementation of a new approach to authority identification in web discussions
is presented and the resulting rating of authoritative contributors is provided. It
should be noted that the linear model is better than other models. It is because of
the character of input data (parameters of the web discussion) and also due to the
character of the issue which is discussed on the web. Nevertheless, the linear model
is sufficient for authority estimation. It is clear that learning from the “wisdom of
the crowd” is better than learning from a “human expert”. The reason might be that
an expert’s opinion can be biased whereas a combined opinion of many discussants
is probably more objective.
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In our future work, we want to combine knowledge gained from opinion classi-
fication and authority identification. We suppose that a more authoritative author
has a greater influence on the resulting summarized sentiment. In the known ap-
proaches to sentiment analysis, each web forum comment has the same weight. We
will use evolutionary algorithms [18, 5] to find an appropriate form of estimation
function to calculate the authority value and then apply it to opinion classification.
The comments written by authoritative users have higher weight and they will be
classified with higher priority. We would like to apply the weighted opinion analysis
in the domain where we could be able to recognize a person’s aberration based on
his/her written text [24] and also how to decrease the cognitive load for the web
users [19].
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